Introduction
Space manipulators have several spccific features which limit the transfer of the terrestrial robotic know-how to the external space roMts at any authority control level (cf.111) .
From the point of view of joint control, the main difference comes from the rotor mode, due to in-joint compliance, which limits the performances achievable by position servoImps. This problem is also considered for industrial robots. but the classical proportionalderivative controller built on the input velocity and the output position is often sufficient to insure the desired dynamics for the rigid mode without stability problems due to higher kequency dynamics : then, the collocation between the rate detector and the command torque guarantees a positive and active dissipation of the in-joint flexible modes. The robustness of this command is well-known and most of moto-reductors are provided with a tachometer on the input axis. mechanically tuned to the rotor, and a position encoder on the output axis.
For space manipulator joints, the rotor mode control problem becomes more significant due to the following considerations: 0 beams of the arm are very long because of the great desired work-space: so, even in the case where the arm bears no payload, the total inertia (noted I,) seen by each joint is very large :
-as a counterpart and due to Og environment, the motorization is very light. The solution which is often chosen to minimize the joint weight introduces a gearbox. But, the rotor inertia (noted I,.), even seen from the output axis through the square of the gear ratio, is very low and the succession of gear stages required to achieve an important reduction ratio yields to a very low stiffness (noted k). On the collocated transfer function ( fig.l) , these conditions exhibit the fact that the residue of the flexible mode 0-7803-0823-9/93/$3.00 (C) 1993 IEEE (equal to the inertia ratio IJI,.) is very important, and so, the limilation due to the cantilever pulsation, in terms of closed loop bandwidth, is very low [I] . But for very high ratios, even if this limit not attained in the course of space robotics activities, which allow slow motions because of the absence of productivity requirements, the classical P.D. controller loses its robustness property when the control law is discretized. This will be the subject of the first section of this paper. The numerical application is based on a real joint of a space robotic test facility called M. The second section is devoted to non-collocated control and shows how the frequency decoupling between the free mode and the cantilever mode permits to create easily a stabilizing but limited dissipation of the rotor mode with non-collocated P.D. control. This control built with both position and velocity on the output axis, bhically unstable, presents a correct phase margin, once enhanced by a lowpass filter.
In the third section, a phase control making use of favorable properties of both collocated and non-collocated control is proposed. This new discrete time control design allows to reach the limit for the rigid dynamics fixed by the cantilever pulsation, but provides also a very good damping of the rotor mode and a correct phase margin.
In the last section, these previous analyses are validated with simulations taking into account non-lincarities and mcasurement impcrfections, and also the delay which appears in practice between the date of the measurement acquisition and the date of the command torque application to the joint.
Collocated control
The open loop model is shown on figure 1. 
Then, the collocated control feedbacks the input rate through a derivative gain IC, and the output position thought a proportional gain ZC, and reads :
where Q, represents the input reference position.
Continuous time tuning
As a first step, it is interesting to find the fastest closed loop dynamics for the rigid modes which are achievable by this control and the corresponding tuning with respect to the pulsation ratio w,/wI. That can be easily done using the following reduced parametrization (involving only dimensionless parameters) : For each value of parameter z, the closed loop eigenvalues yielding the fastest rigid dynamics is given by a root locus scaled according to k, and optimal with respect to U,. The behavior of this optimal root locus is quite different for low values and for high values of paramctcr z. The boundary valuc bctwccn these two situations is given by = $.
For this particular value, the optimal roots locus reveals a coalescent point on the real axis between five branches (see figure 2 ). For higher values, (see figure 3) there is always a tuning (k,, w,) for which the rigid poles are not attractcd by the cantilever zeros and so, the limit for the closed loop rigid dynamics is given by the rotor mode stability which strongly depends on the natural damping (neglected in this analysis). This is typically the case of industrial robots and this case will not be investigated any longer in the sequel. 
4.6

Discrete time tuning
It is quite obvious that the sampling of the previous control law gets into trouble with the fast pole (-437rdls) : Fig. 6 ) shows that the real negative asymptote goes outside the unit circle in the z plane.
If we want to keep the same control architecture, two solutions are possible: reduce the rigid mode dynamics until the fast pole in order to keep the optimal rigid dynamics, introduce comes back inside the unit circle; a first order low-pass filter in the loop [l] . The root locus of this last solution with a 5 0 . r d / s filter cut-off frequency is displayed on figure 7. The dynamics of the rigid mode are correct, the rotor mode is stabilized, but the discrete Nichols plot analysis reveals an insufficient phase margin (see figurc 8) : the rigid mode phase margin is large (70°), but the phase margin over 1 2 0 r d l s is quite small (15O) and easy to loose with actuators or detectors dynamics or delay in contrcPI calcuIation. So. in the case of very high inertia or pulsation ratios, the classical colIocated control does not allow to obtain simultaneously good rigid dynamics bandpass and a correct phase margin in high frequency. But we can also see on this locus that stability can be restored with a phase shift which minimal value must be at least equal to 90° at the rotor mode frequency. That can be easily done with a second order low-pass filter. for instance :
The corresponding Nichols plot (with previous gains IC, and I(,) is displayed on figure 10 . The margin in high frequency becomes now equal to 150° and the mot locus (figure 11) shows clearly that the artificial dissipation function of the rate feedback is restored at the free mode frequency. correct sign relationship belween the co~rwol and the rate measurement ; of " s e , the sign of the control in low frequency must remain that of a negative feedback The frequency decoupling between the rigid mode and the rotor mode ensures that the filter does not alter the rigid mode on the root locus, and then that the rigid dynamics performances are preserved. The only drawback of this control design is that the achievable damping of the rotor mode is not large enough.
It is easy to show also that a pure delay has a similar stabilizing effect The main feature of a pure delay is a phase 2105
Discrete time dynamics
The previous investigations have shown that the collocated rate feedback which is required to damp correctly the rigid mode has too much influence on the rotor mode and thus produces a very fast pole which cannot s b d the control sampling without major degradation of the phase margin at the free mode frequency.
On the other hand, the non-collocated control can be stabilized with a filter or a pure delay and then presents a good phase margin together with good dynamics for the rigid mode, but the rotor mode is not enough damped.
So, it is interesting to use both input and output rate feedbacks : each of these feedbacks must be phase controlled in order to create a positive dissipation at the rotor mode frequency. The final tuning that we propose is shown on figure 13 and corresponds to the root loci displayed on figure 14 for the inner loop (built on input rate measurement), and on figure As we can see, the rigid mode control is entirely done by the external loop. A pure delay is introduced to provide the phase shift required to create active damping from the output rate. This loop is completed by an innw loop built on input rate to increase the damping of rotor mode. This last loop is high-pass filtered in order to : attenuate the influence of this loop on the rigid mode bring the correct phase shift at the rotor mode pulsation. The minimum damping is over 0.5 and the rigid dynamics are. good enough. From the robustness point of view, the Nichols plot (figure 16) reveals correct phase and gain margins at any frequency and seems to be alike the one which can be obtained with P.D. control on a rigid joint. 
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From the implementation point of view, several constraints appear and limit the results obtained in previous theoretical analyses. A second step before real implementation thus consists in a validation with a simulation tool taking into account various non-linearities and measurement imperfections. Among all these constraints, the most important one is the measurement quantization because we have seen that the rigid mode was entirely controlled by output rate and position, the measurement of which is available on the mock-up joints through optical position encoders only. So, we can notice on the final control scheme (figure 13) that velocities are simply derived from position measurements by Euler formula : it is easy to check, on mot loci and Nichols plots, that these finite differences do not alter too much the previous results (assuming the rate measurements available). But we have to prove that the output resolution (here 65000 ptlreus) is adequate to control the rigid mode. This last problem is not so important with classical control using rotor axis measurements because the resolution is then the input one times the reduction ratio (here 18000 ptlreus * 100). The simulations presented figure 17 for the collocated and filtered control, and figure 18 for the final design take into account these quantizations, and also :
the input torque saturation dry and viscous friction
We have investigated a variation of the value of the the control law computation time (typically O.OOls), the electrical mode (PWD) which can be modeled by a first order filter with a 0.002s response time.
The collocated control is not robust to the pure delay and becomes unstable, as a consequence of the small phase margin of this design. Time responses obtained with phase control are insensitive to this delay and the desired behavior is not affected by the measurement quantization. pure delay introduced in the loop to take into account 
Conclusions
Space dimensioning of the M.F.B. mock-up have led us to stress some specific problems from the joint control point of view. The in-joint flexible mode becomes a major dynamic parameter for the control law synthesis and can drive classical rotor axis collocatrd control to instability. In order to achieve rigid mode performance, we have investigated improvements of the basic proportional-derivative control laws, which appear more suitable for joint low authority control requiring good robustness properties with respect to arm and payload configurations than complex solution involving polefzeros cancellation or very high order controller. The final proposed solution is a simple phase control, using both rotor axis and output axis measurements, ensuring the closed-loop bandwidth achievable by P.D. control with better phase margin and rotor mode damping. The next step of the studies will be the implementation of this control design on the various M.F.B. joints.
